We discuss the effect of boundaries in boundary logarithmic conformal field theory and show, with reference to both c = −2 and c = 0 models, how they produce new features even in bulk correlation functions which are not present in the corresponding models without boundaries. We discuss the modification of Cardy's relation between boundary states and bulk quantities.
Introduction
Conformal field theories (CFT) are of great importance in modern theoretical physics. Some of the most spectacular progress in the last 15 years has been in our understanding of two-dimensional conformal field theories which play an important role in string theory, statistical mechanics and condensed matter physics. Immediately after the first paper by Belavin, Polyakov and Zamolodchikov [1] in which it was shown how conformal invariance in two dimensions can completely determine the critical exponents and bulk correlation functions, Cardy [2] showed how conformal symmetry can determine critical exponents and correlation functions in the presence of a boundary. Boundary conformal field theories can be defined in any number of dimensions d and one can get some general results for any d, but the strongest results, of course, are found for d = 2. The main result of [2] was that the n-point correlation function in the presence of a boundary satisfies the same equation as the 2n-point correlation function in the bulk, provided one chooses conformal boundary conditions. Subsequently it was understood how to classify different boundary conditions and how to relate bulk and boundary operators [3, 4] . Boundary CFT is of interest not only to the condensed matter community where systems with boundaries are obviously important but also for the string community, because it gives a mathematical framework to formulate the theory of open strings [6, 7] (and more recently D-branes [5] ). More complete references are given in [8] .
More recently Gurarie [10] drew attention to logarithmic conformal field theories (LCFT). In LCFT there are logarithmic terms in some correlation functions but the theories are nonetheless compatible with conformal invariance. An LCFT appears when two (or more, but this is not the general case) operators become degenerate and form a logarithmic pair, usually denoted C and D. The OPE of the stress-energy tensor T with the logarithmic operators C and D is non-trivial and involves mixing [10] T (z)C(w) ∼ h (z − w) 2 C(w) + 1 (z − w) ∂ z C . . .
where h is the conformal dimension of the operators with respect to the holomorphic stress-energy tensor T (z). The OPE withT has the same form but withh instead of h; as usual the scaling dimension is h +h and the spin of the field is h −h.
It is a consequence of (1) that under a conformal transformation z → w = z + ǫ(z) the logarithmic pair is transformed as
which can be written globally as
From this conformal transformation one can derive the two point functions for the logarithmic pair [10, 11] 
where the constant α D is determined by the normalization of the D operator and the constant α ′ D can be changed by the redefinition D → D + C. Note that (4) is absolutely universal and valid in any number of dimensions, because only the most general properties of conformal symmetry were used to derive it. One can easily generalize these formulas to the case when there are n degenerate fields and the Jordan cell is given by an n × n matrix, in which case the maximal power of the logarithm will be ln n−1 z; some explicit expressions can be found, for example, in [12] .
Much is known about the general properties of these theories; for example, the presence of a zero norm state [11] , the fusion rules and modular properties [13, 14, 15] , the Couloumb gas description of LCFT [16, 17] , the existence of logarithmic pairs with respect to other algebras such as affine Lie algebras [17, 21] , and the emergence of LCFT in c = 0 theories in general [18] . LCFTs have applications in many areas; for example, percolation [19] , the WZNW model on the supergroup GL(1, 1) [20] , gauge and gravitational dressings of non-logarithmic CFT [21] , the world-sheet description of soliton collective coordinates in string theory and D-brane recoil [22] , disordered conductors and the Quantum Hall Effect [23] , planar magnetohydrodynamics [24] , and some supersymmetric WZNW models [25] . Their deformation by marginal and slightly relevant logarithmic operators was studied in [11, 26] . There are several interesting "holographic" relations between d-dimensional LCFT on a boundary and d + 1 dimensional bulk theories [27] as well as with Seiberg-Witten theory [28] .
Most of the literature is concerned with the bulk properites of LCFT. However, boundary problems appear in a number of important applications; in the D-brane recoil problem [22] the recoil operators must be boundary logarithmic operators and it is natural to consider percolation and disordered systems in the presence of boundaries [18] . In this letter we discuss several basic properties of boundary LCFT (see also [29] ), and how the methods of ordinary boundary CFT can be generalised to the LCFT case.
2 Two-point correlation functions in the presence of boundary
Let us consider CFT on the upper half-plane Im z ≥ 0 (Fig.1) . As was shown in [2] , two-point functions in the presence of the boundary are related to four-point functions on the whole plane provided the boundary conditions are conformally invariant so that T =T when Im z = 0. These boundary conditions allow us to analytically continue T from the upper half plane to the whole plane by setting T (z) for Im z < 0 toT (z). One can then show that by combining two contours C andC (see Fig.1 ) into one on the whole plane that the n-point function in the presence of the boundary Specializing to two-point functions we see immediately that they are not yet completely determined by this construction because there are two solutions to the differential equation for the four point function; the correct combination will be determined by the boundary conditions. This immediately leads to a very interesting fact. For fields which give logarithmic operators as the result of fusion, for example
logarithmic correlations can be observed only for four-point and higher order correlation functions in bulk LCFT. However when a boundary is present we can get logarithmic terms in the two-point function because µµ is related to the bulk four-point function µµµµ ; the very existence of the boundary leads to this new behaviour.
To study this in more detail consider the c = −2 theory first. In the bulk the chiral part of the four-point function for the (1, 2) operator µ(z,z) with dimension −1/8 can be defined from Ward identities with respect to T and is given by
where we have chosen the anharmonic ratio
The constants A and B depend onz 1 , ..z 4 and using theT Ward identities we see that there must be the same functional dependence onz, i.e. A and B must be superpositions of F ( ; 1; 1 −ξ). Because the full left-right symmetric correlation function must be free of logarithmic cuts there is no ambiguity in constructing the full answer (see Saleur [19] )
Now consider the two-point function for the same (1, 2) operator in the presence of a boundary along the real axis. As discussed above it is given by the solution to the differential equation for the holomorphic part of the four point function without a boundary (6) . We identify z 3 withz 2 and z 4 withz 1 so that
and is always between 0 and 1. Then the two point function is given by
and since the hypergeometric function has a cut along [1, ∞] this expression is always well-defined and real in the physical region. If we let the points z 1 and z 2 move away from the boundary but keep their separation fixed then ξ → 0 + and we see that the first term in the solution gives a contribution which is like the bulk two-point function
12 .
On the other hand the second term contains a logarithmic piece
One might argue that in order to recover the standard bulk two-point function, which does not contain a logarithm, when the points are far from the boundary we should set B = 0. In a unitary theory this would be a possible solution but here it is not at all clear because the theory is non-unitary and the bulk two-point function grows with separation. Thus there is no physical motivation for supposing that when z 1 and z 2 are far from the boundary the correlation function is unaffected by the operators at the image pointsin general it clearly is. At the other extreme we let the points z 1 and z 2 approach the boundary so that Im z 1 = Im z 2 = y → 0 while keeping their separation x fixed; we now have ξ = (1 + 4y 2
x 2 ) −1 approaching 1. Now the second term in the two point function (10) displays regular power law behaviour while the first term, which is regular in the bulk, gives the logarithmic behaviour
The constants A and B in (10) must be determined by the boundary conditions; however, we see that whatever these are, logarithmic terms must appear either in the bulk or near the boundary.
This phenomenon is not confined to the c = −2 model. It appears also in the c = 0 model describing the percolation problem considered by Gurarie and Ludwig [18] . For example, the two point function of the bulk energy operator ǫ(z,z) which has conformal dimension 5/8 is given in the upper half plane by
When the operators are far from the boundary and ξ is small, the first term gives logarithmic behaviour
This logarithmic behaviour is what is expected for the bulk two point function which in this case declines with distance so we are justified in ignoring the effect of the boundary and concluding that B = 1. On the other hand when the operators are close to the boundary and ξ approaches 1 we see that the second term, whose coefficient A is not fixed by considering the bulk correlation function, gives logarithmic behaviour.
Another interesting example at c = 0 is the k = 0 SU(2) WZNW model which is the bosonic sector of the N = 1 SUSY SU(2) WZNW model at k = 2. This theory is logarithmic 3 but contains no negative dimension operators. The chiral four-point function is given by
where V ǫ is a primary chiral field in the fundamental representation, ǫ = ±1, 
The functions F i A and F I B have logarithmic behavior near ξ = 1 and ξ = 0 respectively It is easy to see that one must have the following OPE
where I is the unit matrix and ǫ ∨ is the weight conjugate to ǫ. We see that logarithmic operators are transformed as a conjugate representation and have dimension 2/(k+2) = 1. We can now write the two-point functions
and
Again, the same general features emerge. Whatever the boundary conditions at the very least there will be logarithmic behaviour either in the bulk or near the boundary, if not both.
Bulk and boundary operators in LCFT
When we compute a correlation function in the boundary theory for every bulk operator Φ(z 1 ) on the upper half plane there is a mirror operator on the full plane at z 2 =z 1 = x − iy. As Φ(z 1 ) approaches the boundary so does its mirror and we can use the bulk
on the product Φ(z 1 )Φ(z 1 ) (Fig.2) . Recalling that the correlation function of a field and its mirror consists of the holomorphic part only this leads to a relation between boundary and bulk operators of the form [3] 
where we have singled out the logarithmic boundary operators and the sum runs over the rest. The ordinary boundary operators ψ i are normalized so that they have correlation functions
but we allow the logarithmic operators to have unspecified normalizations for reasons that will appear shortly
so we then find that for operators widely separated but close to the boundary (ie y ≪ x) Φ(iy)Φ(x + iy) = (2y)
For the operator µ(z,z) we can compare this with what the explicit two point function (10) gives in the same regime
A log 4y
where the a n and b n are related to the series expansions of the hypergeometric functions. This is consistent with (25) with the logarithmic operators duly appearing if A = 0 together with a stack of boundary operators of scaling dimensions which are all positive integers. A similar exercise for the c = 0 model discussed earlier gives
A log 4y 27) where now e n and f n are related to the series expansion of the hypergeometric functions. 00000000000000000 00000000000000000 11111111111111111 11111111111111111 00000000000000000 11111111111111111
Φ (x,y) (26) and (25) dictates that α d vanishes but that the coefficient C d ΦΦ does not. Now the boundary logarithmic operators have correlation functions 28) and the field c(x) has become 'sterile' -it totally decouples from the rest of the system.
These results are very interesting, because they show that, depending on boundary conditions, boundary operators may be either logarithmic or not. This may be related to the fact that D-brane recoil [22] (where there are Dirichlet boundary conditions) is described by logarithmic operators, but there are no logarithmic operators for ordinary open strings (which have Neumann boundary conditions). In this paper we will not attempt to answer this question in full, but it seems that the fact that boundary logarithmic operators may become non-logarithmic under different boundary conditions is important. Now consider the limit z 1 → z 2 , i.e. y >> x, in the two-point correlation function Φ(z 1 )Φ(z 2 ) ; using the bulk OPE Φ(iy)Φ(x + iy) = 1
we can relate the expectation values of the logarithmic pair to the logarithmic terms in Φ(iy)Φ(x + iy) . Comparing with the correlation functions (10) and (14) given earlier immediately tells us that
at least when the scaling dimensions are positive. Another way of looking at this is directly by considering the one-point function in the presence of a boundary
The calculation of C(z) has gone wrong (it violates scale covariance) because of the non-standard transformation properties of the logarithmic pair. We should consider the LCFT as a limit of an ordinary CFT, as in [18] , where two ordinary operators become degenerate and lead to the logarithmic operators; an operator in the ordinary CFT has an image which is itself, but it is a combination of C and D so really we should consider the combination D + C log a as one operator.
Boundary Conditions and Boundary States in LCFT
The next step is to investigate the connection between boundary conditions, boundary states, and the S matrix which describes the behaviour of the Virasoro characters under modular transformations. For ordinary rational CFTs this was first elucidated by Cardy [3] but in the case of the LCFTs his arguments are modified by the Jordan cell structure of the Virasoro generators L 0 and L 0 . At this stage in the development of the subject we do not have a complete systematic understanding of bulk LCFTs so a corresponding understanding of boundary conditions and states is impossible. However we can explore the nature of the differences from ordinary CFTs.
A logarithmic theory occurs when two operators, O 0 (z,z) of negative norm and O 1 (z,z) of positive norm, with weights (h 0 ,h 0 ) and (
2 ) become degenerate as ǫ → 0. For simplicity we will assume that O 0,1 are both primary operators, that they and their descendants are the only degenerate operators, and that h =h. The known logarithmic theories are more complicated than this but these assumptions already lead to significant differences from the non-logarithmic theories. We can define
In the limit ǫ → 0 these operators have the standard correlation functions for a logarithmic pair. However, although O 0 and O 1 are direct products of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic sectors, D is not and this affects the Ishibashi states. It is convenient to exploit the ambiguity in the definition of D to set α ′ D = 0 and to rescale ǫ and the fields so that α D = 1. Then we can define the states
where the last line is just the standard Ishibashi result [4] for the non-logarithmic primary operators {O i , i ≥ 2}. We can compute the action of L 0 on these states. There is one subtlety which is that since we are going to vary ǫ we are not entitled to assume that |0, N and |1, N are normalized to a constant; rather we expect that they have a normalization which is a polynomial in h, or equivalently in ǫ 2 , which we denote P (0,1) N (ǫ 2 ). Note that the P (0,1) N (ǫ 2 ) have the property that if they are non zero at ǫ = 0 for a particular descendant N then P (0)
where
Note that on account of the properties of the P (0,1) N (ǫ 2 ) the limit in (35) exists. Furthermore the character χ 1 (q) has by definition no contribution at level N = 0 so it appears to belong to a representation with conformal weight one higher than does χ 0 (q). We still have the same number of independent character functions; the only exception to this would be if it happened that χ 1 (q) = 0 but this does not occur in the only case where the characters are known explicitly (see below). Now, following Cardy consider the region formed by identifying the edges Re z = 0 and Re z = 2πIm τ (where τ is taken to be imaginary) of the rectangular region 0 < Re z < 2πIm τ , 0 < Im z < π. This can be viewed either as an annulus in which states propagate in the Re z direction or as a cylinder in which states propagate in the Im z direction (Fig.3) . This construction is familiar in string theory where the same process can be described either as the propagation of open strings (annulus) or of closed strings (cylinder). Imposing boundary conditions labelled α and β on the annulus configuration then corresponds to evolution on the cylinder configuration with initial state |β and final state |α . Under the conformal transformation ξ = exp(−iz/Im τ ) the infinite cylinder of which our cylinder is a segment becomes the whole plane and therefore the transfer matrix in the Im z direction is given by the Virasoro generators on the plane. Writing
and settingq = exp(−2πi/τ ) we find that the matrix elements of the transfer matrix take the form
Now we calculate the partition function by considering the transfer matrix in the Re z direction i.e. round the annulus. We identify the states at Re z = 0 and Re z = π and then sum over all of them to obtain
where q = exp(i2πτ ) and n i αβ is the number of times the representation i occurs in the spectrum of the boundary theory with two boundaries and boundary conditions α and β. Note that log q does not appear in (38). Now q is related toq by τ → −1/τ and so we need to know the behaviour of the characters under a modular transformation. From the fact that the partition function calculated on the cylinder (37) and on the annulus (38) must be equal we see that the characters should transform as
Consistency then requires
which in turn implies that if Q = 0 then both det S = 0 and det Q = 0. Equating (38) and (37) we obtain the relationships
The only case where the characters are known explicitly is the c = −2 model [13, 14, 15, 16] ; these characters do indeed transform according to (39). The construction we have outlined works if we identify our characters in the following way
and χ i , i = 2, 3 are the characters for the normal fields with conformal weights h = −1/8 and h = 3/8 respectively. In terms of the space of states constructed in [14] 
There are solutions to the equations (41) in this case but they do not take the simple form found by Cardy for the unitary minimal models. In particular there is no boundary state |k for which just one highest weight representation contributes to the annulus amplitude ie for which n 
There are no non-trivial solutions when n 
These are linearly independent because of the presence of the zero-norm state but not orthogonal.
Conclusions
In this paper we have discussed how the properties of boundary LCFTs depend very delicately on the boundary conditions and are quite different from those of the same LCFT without boundaries. Operators which in the pure bulk theory do not have logarithmic two-point functions (but do have logarithmic four-point functions) acquire logarithmic two-point functions in the presence of a boundary; the logarithms show up either in the bulk, or close to the boundary, or both depending upon the boundary conditions. Whether or not there are boundary logarithmic operators also depends on the boundary conditions. We have discussed how the Cardy conditions relating boundary states and bulk quantities are modified in LCFTs.
